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wept (31^. Seated on his car and clad in baric Rama went
to the city of Shringavera.* And he was-worshipped by Guh&
there under an Ingudi tree (32). With Lakshmana and Guha
they kept up the whole night. And leaving his car there
Sumantraf crossed the river JanhaviJ in a boat (33).
Having crossed the river Rama, Lakshmana and Sit& arrived
at Prayaga.§ And having bowed unto Bharadwaja they
repaired to the mount Chitrakuta|| (34). Having worshipped
there the Vastu deity on the bank of the river Mandakini
Raghava showed Chitrakuta unto Sita (35). 4 At that time
a crow .wounded (Sita) with its talons and Rama uprooted
its eyes with an Aishika weapon. It then, renouncing all the
celestials, sought refuge with Rama (36).
In the night of the sixth day after the departure of Rama
into the forest the kins; said to Koushalya :—" In my youth
on the bank of the river S«irayu I killed the son of a Muni
mistaking the sound of a filling pitcher proceeding from the
water.^f His father, bewailing, imprecated a curse on me,
His mother bewailing and weeping again and again said ' We
will die for the want of our son, you too will die of (similar)
* In this city a king of a barbarian clan by name Guha was reigning.
He was a follower of Rama.
•f Dasharatha's charioteer.
J A name of th^ river Ganges—said to have been derived from Janhu.
§ A sacred shrine of the Hindus—the junction of the rivers Ganges
and Yamuna. Its modern name is Allahabad, the seat of the N. W. P.
Government.
j| A sacred mountain of the Hindus situate in the N, W. P. of
India.
*[ This refers to the killing of Sindu, the son of a blind Muni, by
Dasharatha [See Chapter LXIU of Valmiki's Hamayana. "And
coming to the bank of the Sarayu while it was so dark that nothing
could be discovered, I heard sounds of a filling pitcher proceeding from
the waters resembling the roars of an elephant. Thereupon raising
up my shaft flaming and like unto a serpent of virulent poison, I, desirou*
of hunting the imaginary elephant, let fly' my shaft in the direction of
the sound"*—M. N* Dutt's Translation,

